
C Felonies in AS 11 Affected by SB 91
 

The felonies listed below are class C felonies found in Title 11 that	  fall within AS 12.55.155 -‐ that	  is, if convicted of one of the listed non-‐aggravated class C felonies offenses,
a first-‐time offender will receive a 0-‐18 month probationary sentence. Although Title 11 encompasses the vase majority of criminal conduct	  in Alaska, other affected class C
felonies may be found in other titles, including Title 4, 16, 28, and others.

1 11.41.220(a)(1)(A) Assault	  in the Third Degree Causing someone fear of serious physical injury or death using a dangerous
instrument	  (ie: Pointing a gun at another person) 

2 11.41.220(a)(1)(B) Assault	  in the Third Degree Injuring a person with a weapon (ie: Stabbing another person without	  seriously
injuring the person) 

3 11.41.220(a)(1)(C)(i) Assault	  in the Third Degree An adult	  injuring a child under 12 that	  results in the need for medical attention 
4 11.41.220(a)(1)(C)(ii) Assault	  in the Third Degree An adult	  repeatedly injuring a child under 12 
5 11.41.220(a)(2) Assault	  in the Third Degree Repeatedly threatening to cause serious physical injury to or kill another person

or their family member 
6 11.41.220(a)(3) Assault	  in the Third Degree An adult	  knowingly injuring a child age 12 to 15 and the injury requires medical

attention 
7 11.41.220(a)(4) Assault	  in the Third Degree Negligently causing another person serious injury with a dangerous instrument 
8 11.41.220(a)(5) Assault	  in the Third Degree Causing physical injury to another person after having been convicted twice

prior in the past	  10 years for similar conduct 
9 AS 11.41.270(a)(1) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of

nonconsensual contact	  and the stalking actions violate a domestic violence or
stalking protective order issued by the court. 

10 AS 11.41.270(a)(2) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of
nonconsensual contact	  and the stalking actions violate a condition of probation,
parole, or release before or after trial 

11 AS 11.41.270(a)(3) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of
nonconsensual contact	  and the victim of the stalking is under 16 years of age 

12 AS 11.41.270(a)(4) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of
nonconsensual contact	  and the stalker possesses a deadly	  weapon 

13 AS 11.41.270(a)(5) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of
nonconsensual contact	  and the stalker has been previously	  convicted of
misdemeanor stalking 

14 AS 11.41.270(a)(6) Stalking in the First	  Degree Placing someone in fear of death or serious injury through a course of
nonconsensual contact	  and -‐ the stalker has previously	  committed any one of a
range of assaultive crimes	  against the victim 

15 AS 11.41.320	   Custodial interference in the First	  Degree Removing a child from the state in violation of a custody order 
16 AS 11.41.438 (registerable

sex	  offense) 
Sexual Abuse of a Minor in the Third Degree Person 17+	  has sexual contact	  with a child 13-‐15 and 4+	  yr age difference (ie:A

22 year old man befriends a 13 year old girl, lures her into his house, and fondles
her naked body or convinces her to touch his penis) 

17 AS 11.41.530(a)(1) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
force 

18 AS 11.41.530(a)(2) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
accusing another of a crime 

19 AS 11.41.530(a)(3) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
expose a secret	  or confindetial information 

20 AS 11.41.530(a)(4) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
taking or withholding action a s a public servant 

21 AS 11.41.530(a)(5) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
strike or boycott 

22 AS 11.41.530(a)(6) Coercion	   Compelling a person to engage in or abstain from particular behavior by theat	  of
providing or withholding information in a legal claim or defense 

23 AS 11.46.130(a)(1) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of property worth $1,000 -‐ $25,000 
24 AS 11.46.130(a)(2) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of guns or explosives 
25 AS 11.46.130(a)(3) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of property taken off another person (ie: pick-‐pocket	  or purse snacther) 
26 AS 11.46.130(a)(4) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of safety or survival equipment	  from a vessel (ie: steals life preservers

from a fishing boat) 
27 AS 11.46.130(a)(5) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of safety or survival equipment	  from an aircraft	   (ie: steals an emergency

locator transmitter from a plane) 
28 AS 11.46.130(a)(6) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of $250 -‐ $1,000 and within the past	  five years twice convicted of similar

conduct 
29 AS 11.46.130(a)(7) Theft	  in the Second Degree Theft	  of an access device (ie: theft	  of credit	  card, social security number, ATM	  

card or ATM	  code, etc.) 
30 AS 11.46.220(a) and

(c)(1)(A) 
Concealment	  of Merchandise Without	  authority conceals firearm with intent	  to steal it 

31 AS 11.46.220(a) and
(c)(1)(B) 

Concealment	  of Merchandise Without	  authority conceals merchadise worth $1,000 -‐ $25,000 with intent	  to
steal it 

32 AS 11.46.220(a) and
(c)(1)(C) 

Concealment	  of Merchandise Without	  authority conceals merchadise worth $250 -‐ $1,000 with intent	  to steal
it	  and twice before convicted within 5 years 

33 AS 11.46.260(a)(and (b)(1) Removal of Identification Marks Remove or alter serial number or other ID marks from a vehicle, bicycle, firearm,
construction equipment, appliance, etc. AND value of item is greater then
$1,000 

34 AS 11.46.270(a) and (b)(1) Unlawful Possession Possess item knowing ID marks removed AND value of item is greater then
$1,000 

35 AS 11.46.280(a) and (d)(2) Issuing a Bad Check Issue a check for $1,000 -‐ $25,000 knowing it	  will not	  be honored
36 AS 11.46.285(a) and (b)(2) Unauthorized Use of an Access Device Attempting unauthorized use an access device to obatin $1,000 -‐ $25,000 worth

of goods or service (ie: Identity theft) 
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37 AS 11.46.290	   Obtaining an Access Device or Identification
Document	  by Fraudulent	  Means 

Obtaining an access device or identification document	  by fraudulent	  means (ie:
Identity theft) 

38 AS 11.46.310	   Burglary in the Second Degree Illegally entering a building with intent	  to commit	  a crime inside (ie: break into a
business to commit	  a crime like theft	  or assault)

39 AS 11.46.360	   Vehicle Theft	  in the First	  Degree Stealing a car, truck, or motorcycle 
40 AS 11.46.420(a)(1) Arson in the Third Degree Setting a vehicle on fire on public land 
41 AS 11.46.420(a)(2) Arson in the Third Degree Setting another person's vehicle on fire on private land
42 AS 11.46.427	   Criminally Negligent	  Burning in the First	  

Degree
Negligently damages another property by fire or explosion and previously
convicted twice within last	  10 years for similar conduct 

43 AS 11.46.482(a)(1) Criminal Mischief in the Third Degree Intentionally causing more than $1,000 in property damage 
44 AS 11.46.482(a)(2) Criminal Mischief in the Third Degree Creating a risk of damage greater than $100,000 to property by widely

dangerous means (ie: Fire, explosion, poison, avalanche, radioactive material,
bacteria, flood, collapse of building, etc.) 

45 AS 11.46.482(a)(3)(A) Criminal Mischief in the Third Degree Defacing or desecrating a cemetery, tomb, grave, or memorial 
46 AS 11.46.482(a)(3)(B) Criminal mischief in the Third Degree Removes human remains from a cemetery, tomb, or grave 
47 AS 11.46.505	   Forgery in the Second Degree Forging a check, public record, or legal document 
48 AS 11.46.520 Criminal Possession of Forgery Device With intent	  to defraud or aid another to defraud, possesses plate die or other

item used for forgery 
49 AS 11.46.530 Criminal Simulation Makes, alters, possesses, or utters an object	  such that	  it	  appears to be more

valuable than it	  is due to rarity, age, source, or authorship and the false value is
$1,000 or	  more	  

50 AS 11.46.550	   Offering a False Instrument	  for Recording Knowingly submitting a fraudulent	  deed or lien for recording in the public
records 

51 AS 11.46.630	   Falsifying Business Records Altering, erasing, and falsely entering business records 
52 AS 11.46.660/670	   Commercial Bribe Receiving/Commercial

Bribery	  
Receiving or offering a bribe to an employee or agent	  who has a fiduciary duty 

53 AS 11.46.710	   Deceptive Business Practices Engaging in fraudulent	  business practices over the internet 
54 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(A) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and obtains information about	  ar

person 
55 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(B) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and introduces false information

with intent	  to damage or enhance the data	  record or financial reputation of a
person 

56 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(C) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and introduces false information
with criminal negligence that	  does damage or enhance the data	  record or
financial reputation of a person 

57 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(D) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and obtains proprietary information 

58 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(E) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and obatin information only
available to the pubic for a fee 

59 AS 11.46.740 (a)(1)(F) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization andintroduces code that	  harms the
computer or system 

60 AS 11.46.740(a)(1)(G) Criminal Use of a Computer Accessing a computer without	  authorization and encrypts or decrypts data 
61 AS 11.51.100(a)(1) Endangering the Welfare of a Child in the

First	  Degree
Abandoning a child under 16 in a place where the child will likely suffer injury 

62 AS 11.51.100(a)(2) Endangering the Welfare of a Child in the
First	  Degree

Leaving a child under 16 with a sex offender or child kidnapper 

63 AS 11.51.100(a)(3) and
(d)(2) 

Endangering the Welfare of a Child in the
First	  Degree

Leaving a child under 16 with a person knowing that	  person has beaten or had
sexual contact	  any child, and the person seriously injures or engages in sexual
contact	  with the child

64 AS 11.51.100(a)4) Endangering the Welfare of a Child in the
First	  Degree

Failing to provide adequate food or water to the point	  that	  the child under 16
suffers long term damage 

65 AS 11.51.120(a) and (d) Criminal Nonsupport	   Failing to pay child support: (1) in an amount	  of greater than $20,000; (2) has not	  
made a payment	  in 24 months; (3) previously convicted and failed to pay over
$5,000; or (4) previously convicted and not	  made a payment	  in six months 

66 AS 11.51.121 Aiding the Nonpayment	  of Child Support	  in
the First	  Degree

A person (often an employer) knowing that	  another person (the obligor) has the
duty to pay child support	  and intentionally participates in an arraignment	  that	  
allows the obligor to avoid paying all or some of the support	  when at a C level
felony

67 AS 11.51.200	   Endangering the Welfare of a Vulnerable
Adult	  in the First	  Degree

Abandoning a vulnerable adult	  in a place where they will likely suffer serious
injury 

68 AS 11.56.205	   Unsworn Falsification in the First	  Degree Intentionally providing false information on a permanent	  fund dividend
application 

69 AS 11.56.230	   Perjury by Inconsistent	  Statements Making two or more irreconcilably contradictory statements under oath 
70 AS 11.56.320	   Escape in the Third Degree Escaping from official detention during any transport	  for a misdemeanor. 
71 AS 11.56.335	   Unlawful Evasion in the First	  Degree While charged with or convicted of a felony, the person fails to return to official

detention after being allowed out	  on a pass or furlough 
72 AS 11.56.370	   Permitting an Escape A prison guard allowing someone to escape from detention. 
73 AS 11.56.375(a)(1) Promoting Contraband in the First	  Degree Bringing into or possessing a deadly weapon in a jail 
74 AS 11.56.375(a)(2) Promoting Contraband in the First	  Degree Bringing into or possessing an item intended to be used to facilitate an escape in

a jail 
75 AS 11.56.375(a)(3) Promoting Contraband in the First	  Degree Bringing into or possessing drugs in a jail 
76 AS 11.56.540	   Tampering with a Witness in the First	  Degree Inducing a witness to testify falsely or unlawfully withhold testimony in a trial or

be absent	  from a trial to which the witness has been summoned 
77 AS 11.56.590	   Jury Tampering Communicating with a juror in a way that	  is prohibited during an official

proceeding and intending to influence the juror’s vote or otherwise affect	  the
outcome of the official proceeding 

78 AS 11.56.600	   Misconduct	  by a Juror Agreeing to vote for a certain verdict	  prior to the evidence being presented 
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79 AS 11.56.610(a)(1) Tampering with Physical Evidence Destroying or concealing physical evidence with intent	  to make it	  unavailable for
trial or investigation 

80 AS 11.56.610(a)(2) Tampering with Physical Evidence Makes or presents physical evidence, knowing it	  to be false, intending to mislead
a trial juror or police during an investigation 

81 AS 11.56.610(a)(3) Tampering with Physical Evidence Preventing the production of physical evidence in a trial or investigation by the
use of force or threat 

82 AS 11.56.705	   Harming a Police Dog in the First	  Degree Intentionally killing or causing serious physical injury to a police dog 
83 AS 11.56.730	   Failure to Appear Failing to appear at a court	  hearing while on release in a felony case and not	  

making contact	  with the court	  or a judicial officer within 30 days after the
person failed to appear 

84 AS 11.56.760	   Violating an Order to Submit	  to DNA Testing Refusing to submit	  to DNA testing as required by a court	  order 
85 AS 11.56.762(a)(1) Unlawful Use of DNA Samples Possessing or allowing another person access to blood, oral, or tissue sample

collected for inclusion in the DNA identification registration system
86 AS 11.56.762(a)(2) Unlawful Use of DNA Samples Possessing or allowing another person access to identification data	  or records

derived from DNA samples 
87 AS 11.56.770	   Hindering Prosecution in the First	  Degree Helping someone who has committed felony evade apprehension, prosecution,

conviction, or punishment, or assisting the person in profiting from the crime 
88 AS 11.56.810(a)(1)(A) Terroristic Threatening in the Second Degree Make a false claim human life is at risk and a person reasonablly fears this to be

true 
89 AS 11.56.810(a)(1)(B) Terroristic Threatening in the Second Degree Make a false claim human life is at risk and causes an evacutation of a building

or public place 
90 AS 11.56.810(a)(1)(C) Terroristic Threatening in the Second Degree Make a false claim human life is at risk and causes serious public inconvienence 

91 AS 11.56.810(a)(1)(D) Terroristic Threatening in the Second Degree Make a false claim human life is at risk by means of biological, chemical,
bateriological, or radioactive substance in a public place 

92 AS 11.56.810(a)(2) Terroristic Threatening in the Second Degree Make a false claim that	  a circumstance exists that	  is dangerous to a pipeline 

93 AS 11.56.815	   Tampering with Public Records in the First	  
Degree

With the to harm or benefot	  a person falsely makes, alters, or withholds an
entry in a public record with the intent	  ot	  conceal a fact	  material to an
investigation

94 AS 11.56.827	   Impersonating a Public Servant	  in the First	  
Degree

While pretending to be a peace officer a person attempts to exercise police
autority over another person 

95 AS 11.56.835	   Failure to Register as a Sex Offender or Child
Kidnapper in the First	  Degree

Knowingly failing to register as a sex offender and has been previously convicted
for knowingly failing to register as a sex offender 

96 AS 11.61.100	   Riot	   Five people engaging in violent	  conduct	  in a public place creating the likelihood
of damage to property or injury to any person 

97 AS 11.61.123	   Indecent	  Viewing or Photography Taking or viewing a picture of the genitals, anus, or female breast	  of without	  the
consent	  of the person 13+	  years of age and the person's guardians if the person
under age 16. This is a felony when the person is under age 18. 

98 AS 11.61.128 (registerable
sex	  offense) 

Distribution of Indecent	  Material to Minors Giving pornography to a minor under 16 years of age 

99 AS 11.61.140(a)(1) Cruelty to Animals Causing severe or prolonged pain or suffering to an animal 
100 AS 11.61.140(a)(2) Cruelty to Animals Negligently fail to care for an animal in such a fashion that	  the animal dies or is

subjected to severe pain or prolonged suffering AND previously convicted of
animal cruelty or promoting animal fighting within the past	  10 years

101 AS 11.61.140(a)(3) Cruelty to Animals Killing an animal with a decompression chamber 
102 AS 11.61.140(a)(4) Cruelty to Animals Killing a pet	  or livestock using poison 
103 AS 11.61.140(a)(5) Cruelty to Animals Kills or injures an animal to intimidate or threaten another person AND

previously convicted of animal cruelty or promoting animal fighting within the
past	  10 years

104 AS 11.61.140(a)(6) Cruelty to Animals Engages in sexual conduct	  with an animal AND previously convicted of animal
cruelty or promoting animal fighting within the past	  10 years

105 AS 11.61.140(a)(7) Cruelty to Animals Permits sexual conduct	  with an animal at the person’s premises AND previously
convicted of animal cruelty or promoting animal fighting within the past	  10 years

106 AS 11.61.145	   Promoting an Exhibition of Fighting Animals Owning or training an animal with intent	  that	  it	  engage in animal fighting or
promoting an exhibition of fighting animals 

107 AS 11.61.160	   Recruiting a Gang Member in the First	  
Degree

Threatening harm or actually harming a person to induce the person to
participate in a criminal street	  gang or to commit	  a crime on behalf of a criminal
street	  gang 

108 AS 11.61.200(a)(2) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Selling a concealable (on one's person) firearm to a felon within 10 years of
unconditional discharge from felony 

109 AS 11.61.200(a)(3) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Selling or manufacturing a prohibited weapon (i.e. nerve gas, land mines, bombs, 
grenades, silencers, fully automatic weapons, short	  barreled rifles) unless within
accord with National Firearms Act 

110 AS 11.61.200(a)(4) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Selling a firearm to a person impaired by drugs or alcohol 

111 AS 11.61.200(a)(5) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Removing or covering a firearm’s serial number with the intent	  to make it	  
untraceable 

112 AS 11.61.200(a)(6) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Possessing a firearm with the serial number removed with the intent	  to make it	  
untraceable 

113 AS 11.61.200(a)(7) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Commit	  a criminal trespass while impaired by drugs or alcohol and armed with a
firearm 

114 AS 11.61.200(a)(8) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Commit	  a criminal trespass in a home or vehicle in violation of a protective order
and while possessing a deadly weapon 

115 AS 11.61.200(a)(9) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Communicates with a person in violation of a protective order and while
possessing a deadly weapon 
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116 AS 11.61.200(a)(11) Misconduct	  Involving Weapons in the Third
Degree

Discharging a firearm from a moving vehicle 

117 AS 11.61.240	   Criminal Possession of Explosives Building or possessing a bomb with the intent	  to use that	  bomb to commit	  a
class B felony 

118 AS 11.61.250	   Unlawful Furnishing of Explosives Giving a bomb to another person knowing that	  the other person intends to use
the bomb to commit	  a crime 

119 AS 11.66.100 (a)&(e) (AS
11.66.100(a)(2) is a
registerable sex offense if
the prostitue is under 20)* 

Prostitution -‐ under age A patron of a prostitute engages in or agrees to engage in sexual conduct	  in
return for a fee, provided the prostitute is under 18 years of age and the patron
is over 18 years of age and three years older than the prostitute 

120 AS 11.66.130(a)(1) Sex Trafficking in the Third Degree Owning or managing a place of prostitution 
121 AS 11.66.130(a)(2)

(registerable sex offense if
person trafficked is under
20) 

Sex Trafficking in the Third Degree Person other than patron induces or causes person 20+	  to engage in prostitution 

122 AS 11.66.130(a)(3) Sex Trafficking in the Third Degree Receive compensation for prostitution services not	  personally rendered 
123 AS 11.66.130(a)(4) Sex Trafficking in the Third Degree Promote prostitution by instituting, aiding, or facilitating a protstitution

enterprise 
124 AS 11.66.210	   Promoting Gambling in the First	  Degree Promoting or profiting from an unlawful gambling enterprise 
125 AS 11.66.230	   Possession of Gambling Records in the First	  

Degree
Knowingly possessing a gambling record used in the operation or promotion of
an unlawful gambling enterprise 

126 AS 11.71.040(a)(1) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling any amount	  of a schedule IVA or VA controlled substance (such as valium,
anabolic steroids, and many prescription drugs 

127 AS 11.71.040(a)(2) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling one ounce or more of a schedule VIA substance (marijuana 

128 AS 11.71.040(a)(3) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Possessing any amount	  of certain schedule IA controlled substances (such as
GHB, GBL, and GHV which are extremely dangerous and are often considered
“date rape” drugs) 

129 AS 11.71.040(a)(4) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Possessing any amount	  of schedule IIIA, IVA, VA, or VIA controlled substance
(such as marijuana, hash oil, and various prescription drugs and chemical
compounds) within 500 feet	  of a school, recreation or youth center, or on a
school bus 

130 AS 11.71.040(a)(5) Misconduct	  Involving a controlled substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3) 

Maintain a building for the purpose of storing or distributing controlled
substances such as heroin, cocaine, methamphetamine, and other dangerous
drugs 

131 AS 11.71.040(a)(6) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Creating a stamp or other device for creating a fake trademark or other
identifying mark on a drug, with the intent	  to create counterfeit	  drugs 

132 AS 11.71.040(a)(7) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Pretending to have a license and registration to manufacture or sell controlled
substances by using a registration number that	  is revoked, suspended, fake, or
belongs to another person 

133 AS 11.71.040(a)(8) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Knowingly providing false information in an application, report, or record that	  is
filed under the regulatory regime for controlled substances 

134 AS 11.71.040(a)(9) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Obtaining any amount	  of drugs at a pharmacy or hospital by pretending to be a
different	  person or writing a fake prescription 

135 AS 11.71.040(a)(10) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Putting a false or forged label on a package or other container containing
controlled substances 

136 AS 11.71.040(a)(11)(A) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling up to one gram of a schedule 1A substance (such as heroin, fentanyl,
opium, oxycodone, methadone, etc.) 

137 AS 11.71.040(a)(11)(B) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling 25 tablets, ampules, or syrettes containing a schedule IA controlled
substance 

138 AS 11.71.040(a)(11)(C) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling up to 2.5 grams of a schedule IIA or IIA substance (such as cocaine, LSD,
methamphetamine, etc.) 

139 AS 11.71.040(a)(11)(D) Misconduct	  Involving a Controlled Substance
in the Third Degree (MICS 3)

Selling up to 50 tablets, ampules, or syrettes containing a schedule IIA or IIIA
substance 

140 AS 11.73.010	   Manufacture or Delivery of an Imitation
Controlled Substance

Sells any amount	  of an imitation of any controlled substance 

141 AS 11.73.020	   Possession of Substance with Intent	  to
Manufacture

Possess certain chemical compounds with the intent	  to manufacture an
imitation of a controlled substance 

142 AS 11.73.040	   Advertisement	  to Promote the Delivery of an
Imitation Controlled Substance

Places an advertisement	  for the purpose of selling an imitation of a controlled
substance 

* If a prostitute is under 18 the patron may also be charged with sexual abuse of a minor in the first, second, third, or fourth degrees, depending on the circumstances. 
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